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Last semester was a whirlwind with 
growing Manhappenin’ into a lifestyle 
magazine. I’m so excited to be continuing 
Manhappenin’ as an official publication at 

K-State for its second ever lifestyle 
issue! Manhappenin’ is your lifestyle, 
even if just a part of it. We’re your 
favorite music or Netflix show, we’re 
the new trend this season, and we’re 
the features on your friends you want 
to dive into. We want to open your 
eyes to new and exciting things.

This issue’s theme is about 
going after your goals and making 
it happen. From the simple and 

minimalistic designs to the concise yet 
meaningful features on students and alum, 
you can find plenty to indulge in.

I had no idea what the future held while 
brainstorming the idea of starting a magazine 
in my living room. I’ve been lucky enough to 
have an enthusiastic team with the Collegian 
Media Group and plenty of support from 
family and friends. Manhappenin’ is just 
getting started. One thing I hope you take 

from this issue is that you can do anything. It 
doesn’t matter how impossible it seems, go for 
it. Plan your goals, create a game plan, don’t 
stop, and make it happen. (No pun intended.)

Thanks for picking up this issue and we 
hope you enjoyed it. 
Let us know what you 
want to see in here 
next. Safe travels and 
have a great spring 
break, Wildcats!
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INGREDIENTS:
1/2 cup sugar
11 cup lemon juice
1 cup pineapple juice
2 tablespoons lime juice

DIRECTIONS:
1. To make the simple syrup, combine sugar and 1 cup of water in a medium saucepan 
over medium heat. Stir until the sugar has dissolved and let cool.
2. In a large pitcher, whisk together simple syrup, lemon juice, pineapple juice, lime juice 
and 5 cups of water. Place in the refrigerator until chilled.
3. Serve over ice.

PINEAPPLE LEMONADE

written by: CHRISTINE LOGANBILL
photographed by: MEG SHEARER

Spring is coming and 
so are those tropical 
cravings. Whether 
you’re in the mood for 
a cherry iced tea with 
a whisper of vanilla, 
a jam-packed berry 
smoothie or a tangy 
pineapple lemonade, 
we have you covered. 
Quench your thirst 
this season with these 
fun and fruity drink 
recipes.
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MIXED BERRY SMOOTHIE

INGREDIENTS:
1 frozen banana

1 cup frozen mixed berries
1 cup unsweetened milk (nut, soy, animal)

1/2 cup plain Greek yogurt
Honey or maple syrup, to taste

DIRECTIONS:
Blend all ingredients in a blender and serve.

INGREDIENTS: 
4 bags organic rooibos tea
4 cups boiling water
2 tablespoons freshly squeezed lime juice from organic limes 
1–2 tablespoons cherry flavor
30–40 drops vanilla stevia

SUGAR-FREECHERRY VANILLA ICED TEA

DIRECTIONS:
1. Put the tea bags into tea pot and pour the boiling water over the 
bags.
2. Let the tea cool down to room temperature, then refrigerate the 
tea until it’s ice-cold.
3. Remove the tea bags.
4. Add the lime juice, cherry flavor and vanilla stevia and stir until 
well mixed. Ready to serve! 

Sisters    f Sound

CDs • Vinyl  • New • Used
1214 C. Moro St. AGGIEVILLE • 785-770-9767

Like us on Facebook at sistersofsoundrecords • thesosrecords@gmail.com

Wind Chimes & Dreamcatchers • Posters & Tapestries 
Disc Golf  & Supplies • Tye-Dyes & T-Shirts

Hookah & Tobacco• Incense & Candles

Tame Your Wildside

1128 Moro St. | 785.776.2252
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DIVERSIFIED

PRIDE
Students discuss how diversity makes our campus 

and purple pride even stronger.

Though race is a part of every Kansas State student’s identity, 
the mention of the word can make people uncomfortable. At 
K-State, diversity plays a big role. For the fall 2016 school 

year, K-State broke its record for the most diverse student body, with 
multicultural students making up 15 percent of the overall student body. 
A few international students shared their cultural background and what it 
means to be a part of the KSU family. 

Dallas Hug de Belmont is originally from Asunción, Paraguay, and 
spent most of his life there. After finishing high school, he wasn’t sure 
what he wanted to study and knew time was running out. His father 
asked him if he was interested in studying abroad and doing the same 
exchange program at K-State that he did. Soon after applying, Hug de 
Belmont ended up in Manhattan. 

“This university always has openly supported our events and makes 
us feel at home,” Hug de Belmont said. “I found out that most American 
students here at K-State are eager to learn about our experiences and 
what we find different here in the United States.”

Sometimes, cultural clashes can cause barriers between people. It may 
seem hard to get past them, but the benefit of moving forward is always 
worth it. Fabiana Zalazar Vega, an international student with dual-
citizenship from Paraguay and Argentina, said she feels differences are a 
way to love each other, rather than a way to divide each other.

“One of the main things I took from having the lifestyle of moving 
around while growing up is that differences between individuals is such 
a blessing,” Vega said. “If we all believed and looked the exact same then 
the world would be so dull. When you are exposed to these differences 
you realize how rich we are not only as a planet, but as the human race in 
totality.”

Andrew Peuchen, a local Kansan from Assaria, Kansas, said he feels 
boundaries are unfair and there is no way we can force others to leave 
their culture behind.  

“My dad grew up in the Netherlands and brought the tradition of St. 
Nicholas Day and Sinterklaas,” Peuchen said. “It was a holiday his family 
had celebrated while growing up and he brought it and has shared it with 
us. To not allow us to celebrate that holiday would require him to leave 
behind this piece of his culture that means so much to him.”

Mary Abounabhan, who is from a town called Zahlé in Lebanon, said 
she feels people can miss out on opportunities due to barriers, leading 
people to feel unwelcome.

“I think that as a school we need to be working on ensuring that 
all our students feel empowered and important,” Abounabhan said. “I 
feel that not enough students from different walks of life are a part of 
important conversations here at K-State. We need to make sure everyone 
knows that their voice matters and is able to bring change.”

One of the keys to practicing cultural flexibility is the willingness to 
see beyond the initial scope of your actions, and see how they’ll affect 
everyone involved. It can be a difficult subject to approach, but some 
students are already taking the initiative.

 “A good friend of mine was excellent at this during her time here 
at K-State,” Peuchen said. “What I remember most about her was her 
willingness and ability to make important decisions in Student Senate 
while considering how the results would impact every student, from 
international students that live in Jardine to freshmen that live in the 
dorms.”

The International Student Program is one of many resources available 
at K-State for international students. The organization hosts many events 

written by: ANDRES RIVAS
photographed by: MEG  SHEARER



to help promote diversity, as well as making other programs available to 
international students. 

One of the programs offered by the ISP is a coffee-hour series, which 
focuses on a different country each time. Students from the country give a 
presentation, cook food and serve it to the individuals who attend.  

Amy Hall, international student support coordinator, said she feels 
having this type of diversity is good for K-State and the community 
of Manhattan as a whole. Others are able to see things from different 
perspectives and continue to grow. 

“I think they (international students) bring a wonderful array of diversity, 
of thoughts, and opinions to our university,” Hall said. “By having them 
here, not only our staff, but also our students are able to keep a more global 
perspective. K-State has a long international history, and our purple pride 
wouldn’t be as strong or as far-reaching if not for the diversity of all of our 
students.” 

To get more information about the International Student Program’s 
upcoming events, contact them at isss@k-state.edu or at 785-532-6448.

3204 Kimball  |  785-776-3600

Balayage 
Ombre
Sombre 
Waxing 

Manicures 
Hightlights 

Nail Services 
& More

Call for an appointment!
Get your hair beach ready!

If we all believed and 
looked the exact same, 
then the world would be  
so dull. 

“
”– Fabiana Vega
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KEEPING

Tips on how to maintain a healthy lifestyle 
written by HALEIGH FULLER

photographed by MEG SHEARER

Keeping a positive, healthy attitude is a big part of a healthy life. Juggling 
classes, a job, and a social life can be a plateful for students. Sometimes 
the stress can seem never-ending, but there are ways to help keep a 
positive attitude. One of my favorite ways to de-stress is through yoga or 
other meditation. There are great classes offered at the rec center at times 
convenient for students. Other great ways to keep a healthy mind are 
through journaling, reading and meditating. 

BECOME A 
MORNING PERSON

STRETCH YOUR 
MIND

Staying active doesn’t necessarily mean working out for hours every day, 
but it’s important for maintaining a healthy lifestyle. For many of us 
college students, it can be easy to skip a workout to binge watch Netflix, 
get a ride or park right next to our classes, and jump in the car to grab a 
fast bite. These things are all EASY to do, but I encourage everyone to 
make their lifestyle a little healthier. Instead of having a friend give you 
a ride to campus, make the hike and get the steps on your fitbit. Take 
the stairs instead of the elevator, take yoga study breaks instead of donut 
breaks, take a walk in the sunshine instead of watching that extra episode 
on Netflix, your body will thank you!

STAY ACTIVE

 A HEALTHY BODY

I know what you’re thinking, “What does being a morning person have to do 
with being healthy?” However, those who spend time preparing for the day 
are proven to make healthier decisions throughout the day. Not everyone is 
going to have the same routine or the same amount of time each morning, 
but it is important to have a set routine. One of the most important things 
it to drink water when you first wake up. This will re-hydrate you, jumpstart 
your metabolism, and flush out any toxins. Other good things to include in 
your morning routine are getting a balanced breakfast to help fuel your day, 
exercising or getting your blood flowing to wake you up for those  
8 a.m. classes, and meditating or journaling to help fuel your mind. The most 
important thing to note when creating a routine that is right for you is to allow 
yourself enough time to prepare for the day so that you don’t feel rushed.
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You are less likely to eat out if you 
have a meal already prepared. Though 
this requires some planning and 
preparation, you will actually save 
money by preparing your meals a few 
days ahead of time. This is a good way 
to maximize the produce you buy. 
Some good things to prepare ahead 
of time are rice, noodles, meats, and 
veggies. There is Tupperware available 
specifically for portioning your meals. 
A great way to change up the meals 
you prepare are using different spices. 
Preparing your meals is a great way 
to keep track of what you are putting 
in your body. Instead of getting out of 
class deciding what fast food sounds 
best because you don’t want to cook, 
you will have a healthy meal available 
to pop in the microwave.

 

PREP YOUR 
MEALS

     
Experience of a lifetime

We offer the

It’s experience in leadership, time management, interpersonal communications 
and a variety of  other skills. The best part is: no experience is needed to get 
involved.

The Collegian
Royal Purple
Manhappenin’

Digital Media
Advertising Team
Marketing Team 

To apply go to
collegianmedia.com/apply

Pregnancy Testing Center
Real Options, Real Help, Real Hope.

• Free Pregnancy Testing 

• Call for Appointment

• Same Day Results 

• Totally Confidential Service

Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m. -5 p.m. 

Across from campus in Anderson Village

785-539-3338 | www.PTCkansas.com

2 Blocks South of KSU • 10% Off Promo Code “KSUPROUD”

1719 Fairchild Avenue, Manhattan 

AndersonBnB.com
(785) 539-4994



Choose K+STAT For:
East and West 

Locations!

Go to the Emergency Room for: Life-Threatening emergencies, Possible Heart 
Attack/Stroke, Middle-of-the-Night Care, Serious Fractures

Open 7 Days a Week | Walk-in Medical Treatment
Monday-Saturday 9a-8p • Sunday 10a-6p

www.kstaturgentcare.com
North of Target

711 Commons Pl.
785.537.6264

East of Wal-Mart
930 Hayes Drive
785.565.0016

Cold & Flu
Sports Injuries
Cuts & Sprains
Minor Illnesses
Workplace Injuries

This is something that is hard for us 
as students, but definitely worthwhile. 
Benefits of a full night of sleep include 
more energy, improved immunity, 
improved memory and ability to learn, 
and lower stress. This all sounds great, 
but HOW do I make time for my 8 
hours? Coffee is a great way to wake up 
in the morning, but drinking excessive 
coffee throughout the day can actually 
harm your sleep cycles. Everyone 
needs a good cup of Radina’s coffee 
some mornings, but limit this to only 
a morning cup. Exercising during the 
day is a great way to get your body tired 
and ready for a good night of sleep. 
Your sleeping conditions also play a big 
part in your sleep quality, helping you 
wake up feeling refreshed. Having the 
right temperature and avoiding light or 
sound is key to allowing your body to 
go into deep sleep during the night.

 

GET MORE 
SLEEP

And stick to it! With everything I have said, you must be consistent and true to 
yourself to see any positive change in your life. Most importantly, don’t get down on 
yourself if you don’t maintain each aspect perfectly. You WILL have days that you 
need an afternoon cup of coffee or sleep through your 8 a.m. alarm. Maintaining a 
healthy lifestyle is about consistency, but take control of it and have fun!

GET A ROUTINE
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Food trucks
of Manhattan

VISTA

5
TASTY TRAVELER

VARSITY
Varsity Donut Truck is by far one of the most popular and well-known food 

trucks in town. Visiting the Varsity Truck is a pivotal moment in almost every 
K-State student’s freshman year. Whether they try the bacon bomb, corn dog or the 
beloved Varsity donut, the truly “life-changing” item on the menu is the classic mac 
‘n cheese grilled cheese sandwich.

“The fact that you can only get it certain nights is a huge factor in their success,” 
Jolee Gosch, K-State alumna, said. “Everything is also handmade right in front of 
you so it’s hot and fresh every time.”

HOURS: Weekend hours from 9 p.m. to 2:30 a.m.

LOCATION: 704 N. Manhattan Ave. Manhattan, KS 66502 - (785) 539-7654

Vista Burger has been the classic diner of Manhattan since 1964 when they opened on 
Tuttle Creek Boulevard. Since then, they added a food truck, which has been successful 
in grilling up their staple menu item, the Vistaburger. Although the Union food court is 
back up and running, the Vista Burger truck doesn’t plan on heading anywhere. If you 
would like to get a taste of what Vista Burger has to offer, you can head to Bosco Student 
Plaza from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

“We designed the truck for speed and quality,” Brad Streeter, owner of Vista Burger, 
said. “We kept the menu small with our key items to get orders out in a timely manner.”

HOURS: Bosco Student Plaza from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

LOCATION: 1911 Tuttle Creek Blvd. Manhattan, Kansas - (785) 537-0100

Tasty Traveler was the very first mobile food truck in Manhattan, Kansas. Katie Van 
Fleet, K-State alumna and Manhattan native, opened Tasty Traveler in September 2015 
after attending culinary school at the Art Institute of Kansas City. She created a menu 
that changes with the seasons and brings in international grab-and-go items to satisfy her 
visiting customers from all over. 

“The ladies are nice and always happy to see customers,” Rachael Herter, junior in 
English, said. “Their homemade chips are by far my favorite part.”

HOURS: Bosco Student Plaza every Monday in the spring from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m.

LOCATION: Varies - (785) 341-0745

The Little Apple is full of fun and unique food trucks that range in all 
types of food. Here are five you’ve got to make sure to check out.

written by LAKEN HORTON
photographed by ERIKA ROBERTS and EMILY BALL



STREETSIDE

785-539-4500 • 2307 Tuttle Creek Blvd. 

 Wine Tastings 
on Tuesdays!

Get 20% 
off wine on 
Tuesdays.

Stop by and try a 
new wine each week.

The newest food truck on the scene has an old-school Southern feel to 
their breakfast options — with an edge. The cooks make everything from 
scratch and add a little something extra every day.

“I’ve tried the pork belly hash, the chicken and waffles, the breakfast 
burrito, the poutine – pretty much the entire menu and it was all good,” Basil 
El-Shaarawi, junior in management information systems, said. “I believe they 
are a 10/10.” 

HOURS: Thursday – Saturday 7 a.m.-2 p.m. and 9 p.m. to 2.a.m.

LOCATION: 1315 Laramie St. Manhattan, Kansas - (785) 789-2295

Along with selling tacos, menudo, pozole and many other Hispanic foods, Urive 
has also added catfish baskets to the menu for an extra kick. With a patio and 
benches, the truck’s location is a great spot for students to study and grab food for 
lunch or dinner. If students need to study speaking Spanish, Urive speaks fluent 
Spanish and enjoys a conversation.

“I’ve tasted a lot of ‘Mexican’ food in Manhattan, but I believe this is the most 
authentic it gets,” said Elbert Rosales, senior in sociology, said. 

HOURS: Monday – Saturday: 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.

LOCATION: 2215 Tuttle Creek Blvd. Manhattan, Kansas - (785) 844-2208

TAQUERIA LOS 
BURRITOS
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Growing up near the United States 
Penitentiary in Leavenworth, 
Kansas, Eric Stonestreet was 

interested in becoming a prison administrator. 
His plan was to study sociology with an 
emphasis in criminal justice as a student at 
Kansas State University; however, his plans 
changed when he and the girl he had been 
dating since high school broke up. 

“I was kind of sad and depressed,” 
Stonestreet said. “My friend Paul, who is still 
my friend and a K-State grad, dared me to 
audition for a play in the theater department. I 
said I would if he would.” 

Stonestreet and his Pi Kappa Alpha 
fraternity brother, Paul Busenitz, who had 
theater experience from high school, auditioned 
for two plays, Hamlet and Prelude to a Kiss. 
Busenitz was cast in Hamlet while Stonestreet 
landed his first role in Prelude to a Kiss.

“That was kind of the beginning of it all,” 
Stonestreet said. “I enjoyed the process. I 
loved being around the people in the theater 
department. It was so fun and I had a good 
time. It certainly changed the course of my 
life.”

The two-time Emmy award winning actor 
attended Kansas City Kansas Community 
College on a track and field scholarship before 
an injury led to his transfer to K-State, where 
he would follow in the steps of his siblings and 
other family members. 

“I figured I would just go to K-State and 
join my friends that had gone there from high 
school — just get back to what I always figured 
I would do,” Stonestreet said. 

Stonestreet may have not been sure about 

his destination, but he knew he was bound 
for something more than the typical college 
experience.

“As far as me just sitting in a science class 
or a statistics class or anything like that, it 
just never really worked for me and I admire 
students who are good students,” Stonestreet 
said. “Looking back at all of it, my mind was 
elsewhere. I didn’t know it at the time but it 
was dreaming of being somewhere else other 
than sitting in a English class.” 

Following his role in Prelude to a Kiss, 
Stonestreet performed in several more 
productions with K-State Theatre, including 
leading roles in Twelfth Night and All My 
Sons. After he graduated with a degree in 
sociology, Stonestreet moved to Chicago to 
study and perform theatre and improv. He 
worked in television commercials and IO 
(Improv Olympics) Chicago and The Second 
City, both comedy clubs where he had the 
opportunity to have Tina Fey as an instructor. 
After two years, Stonestreet decided to move 
to Los Angeles to start working with IO 
West. Stonestreet landed guest starring roles 
on various television shows before landing his 
lead role on “Modern Family,” for which he has 
been nominated and received Golden Globes, 
Emmys and Screen Actors Guild awards. His 
success on television lead him to the big screen 
with roles in movies such as “Almost Famous, 
“Identity Thief,” “The Loft” and  “The Secret 
Life of Pets.”

Despite his active acting schedule, 
Stonestreet still makes time to return to the 
Kansas State University campus to share 
his experiences and knowledge with current 

Modern
Wildcat

written by FABIOLA SIERRA
photographs courtesy of KSU Band 

and Eric Stonestreet

Eric Stonestreet
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“That is what college is really 
all about. It’s to open your mind and 
broaden your horizons and get as 
many experiences as you possibly 
can, so that you can start to figure 
out what you are interested in life. 
Kansas State will always be the 
place that helped me figure out that 
I wanted to be an actor.

      ”

theater students. 
Stonestreet has also taken an 

interest in the K-State marching 
band. During one particularly cold 
football game, Stonestreet noticed 
the band playing the “Wabash 
Cannonball” without any jackets.

“He came to one of our games a 
couple years back and it was a cold, 
wet game,” Dr. Frank Tracz, director 
of bands, said. “It was around 
November and it was sleeting, gray 
and nasty, and we were frozen. We 
didn’t have overcoats, so he called 
wanting to know what the deal was. 
I told him, so he paid an awful lot of 
money to pay for about 85 percent 
of the overcoats.” 

Tracz describes Stonestreet as a 
Kansas kid who had not changed his 
ways or let fame deteriorate what is 
important to him.

“He is a wonderful young man, 
and he is paying forward and giving 
back to the university that gave him 
so much and he is doing a nice job,” 
Tracz said. 

In November, Eric joined the 
drumline and participated with the 
band for the “Wabash Cannonball.”

 “They love Eric, no question,” 
Tracz said. “I do too. He’s a great 
guy, he is a K-Stater and made it 
big.”

From finding comfort sitting on 

the bench between Eisenhower and 
Anderson Hall, to his role on the 
eighth season of the multi-award 
winning show, “Modern Family,” 
Stonestreet explored his options 
within college and successfully 
found his passion. 

“I think more than anything, 
the fondest memory that I have of 
Kansas State is the people that I met 
and that I am still in touch with,” 
Stonestreet said. “And finding my 
life’s passion.”

Courtesy of Pi Kappa Alpha

– Eric Stonestreet
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These bold and floral looks are meant to inspire this spring. Mixing prints, textures, 
and colors continues to be a huge trend according to the World Global Style Network. 
Don’t be afraid to show your creative spirit and explore the beauty of nature in all 
aspects of life, especially your wardrobe. 

directed by: SCHYLER SLAVEN and MARIA VANNICOLA
styled by SCHYLER SLAVEN and MARGO COLTRANE
written by: SCHYLER SLAVEN
photographed by: MEG SHEARER and MARIA VANNICOLA

TO THE RIGHT:
On Taylor: Shoes, Zulily $24.99; 
Gold cuff, Connected Fair 
Trade $16; Black/Pink floral 
undershirt, rue21 $21.99; Velvet 
tank, rue21 $21.99; Brown floral 
skirt, rue21 $14.99; Earrings, 
Connected Fair Trade $14
On Basil: Floral shirt, JCPenney, 
$25
On Paloma: Shoes, Zulily 
$24.99
Earrings, Connected Fair 
Trade $14; Socks, Stylist’s own; 
Romper, Bling $50.99
BELOW:
On Taylor: White shirt, rue21 
$22.99; Bag, Connected Fair 
Trade $28; shirt, stylist’s own; 
Shoes, Zulily $24.99.
On Paloma: Blue shirt, rue21 
$22.99; Leggings, rue21 $15.99; 
Shoes, Zulily $24.99; Earrings, 
Connected Fair Trade $14; 
Socks, Stylist’s own; Shoes, 
stylist’s own.
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Looking for a 
meaningful job?

Big Lakes is hiring!

Gain experience! 
Learn while you earn!

Making a difference in the lives of 
adults with developmental disabilities 

since 1973.

• Upcycled, repurposed furniture

• Handmade items 

• Costume jewelry 

• Home Decor

• Vintage treasures

Manhattan’s Local 
Craft Marketplace

Don’t Forget our parking lot sale the 
second saturday of every month!

2125 Ft. Riley Ln.
785-210-9329 | Th-Sat 10am-6pm
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ON THE
RISE

Three K-Staters take on fame as they balance life on and off the stage. While following them 
around at one of their recent shows, we got the inside view of who they are and what they do. 
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 s Latin tunes played in Cancun Fiesta Fresh, a 
restaurant in downtown Kansas City, Missouri, Mikel 
“HypeManKel” Neil, graduate student in kinesiology, 
and Brent “DJ Plan B” Lindsey, junior in sociology, 
enjoyed authentic Mexican food on a Tuesday 
evening before a much-anticipated performance. 
A few blocks down the road, the last of the trio, 
Shaquille “SuperShaq” Gonzalez, kicked back with 
the shop owner at Volume 1ne, a concept boutique in 
Westport. It was hours before the concert, but it was 
a relatively uneventful evening for the group. After 
work and hours of classes, the trio were waiting to 
open for rapper “Riff Raff ” at The Riot Room.
 Entering the venue, a dense crowd crammed 
around the intimate stage. A cloud of smoke rose 
into the air as the openers lined up beside the stage 
and “DJ Rocky Montana” played some Migos tracks. 
As the evening began, openers of different styles 
shared their work, each met with an indifferent crowd. 
Finally, Gonzalez took the stage. 
 It was a blur. Neil suddenly ran onto the stage as 
the Georgia-based beat, and the sound of drums and 
heavy bass filled the room. The atmosphere shifted as 
the throng of people bumped and clustered closer to 
the stage. The smell of sweat and alcohol was strong 
and stagnant, but everyone was focused on the sound.  
 They were no longer average 20-something-year-
olds, but performers collaborating towards an artistic 
vision. 

 Performing at The Riot Room in Kansas City, 
however, was not the first for the trio. 
 “The promoter liked my music and I did shows 
with him in the past, and he knows how I am live and 
he feels comfortable with me being on it,” Gonzalez 
explained, as he stood wearing a Tim McGraw shirt. 
“Promoter shoutout, Loop KC, he put me on it — 
everything. He does a lot of shows in The Riot Room 
so every time he f**** with my music and he puts me 
on with other acts that kind of like, vibe with me or 
has the same type of energy, I give out. So he thought 
me and Riff would be a cool little collab on stage.” 
 Each one of them, Neil, Gonzalez and Lindsey, 
had obligations of many kinds to fulfill leading up to 
the concert. Juggling school and work came as a small 
price, but did not stop them from performing. 
 Lindsey and Neil met through their fraternity, Phi 
Beta Sigma. The two found out there was a radio class 
at Kansas State, where you can have your own blocks 
of air time. Lindsey and Neil started their own show 
called Thirsty Thursday Radio, where Lindsey served 
as DJ and Neil as the host. 
 “At first (the show) was from 8-9 p.m.,” Neil said. 
“Then as it kept going, we start getting better. We 
were like, ‘Yo, can we get two hours?’ We were actually 
the first show in school history to have a two-hour 
block.” 
 Little did they know, the third member of the trio 
would be sitting in on their show.

written by: LAMEESE MADI and PALO-
MA ROMAN
photographed by: MIRANDA SNYDER 
and EMILY LENK

A
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 As individual artists, each are influenced by their own backgrounds 
and musical culture. Neil, although a hype-man, is currently working on 
his own music and brand as his first single, “The Beginning feat. Ayel”, 
was released on Feb. 7, 2017. A St. Louis, Missouri, native, Neil derives 
much of his sounds from New Yorker, Californian and Georgian styles. 
He created a brand, “Define Your Hype,” to encourage people to dig 
deep and define who they are. His brand focuses on defining one’s hype 
through self expression.
 “DJ Plan B,” or Brent Lindsey, is a DJ influenced by the deep 
resonance of Georgian-style trap music that is present in the music 
he works with. Being from a large family originally from Georgia, his 
music is heavily influenced by trap. Starting out as a rapper around 13 
or 14 years old, Lindsey’s father persuaded him to move into producing. 
Once in college, he would always be the DJ at house parties for his 
fraternity, where he decided to DJ part time. 
  “My actual DJ name is DJ Plan B because this is the Plan B,” 

Lindsey said. “So if school doesn't work out, and this like ends up 
taking off, then I would definitely roll with this. So like school is where 
the money is and I want to use my degree to get that money because I 
have things to take care of.”  
 “SuperShaq Gonzoe,” or Shaquille Gonzalez, is from Savannah, 
Georgia, who came to Kansas to study at K-State. Born in Puerto Rico, 
Gonzalez finally made the “Peach State” his home after traveling the 
world with his military family. Gonzalez began his career in seventh 
grade and after coming to college, he became more dedicated to 
refining and working on his music.  College lifestyle is a theme that is 
commonly used in his music to resonate with his young audience.  
 Each of these artists have their own grind and life outside of the 
music realm, but with effort and time they have managed to kick off a 
passion of theirs. They all have worked on their own form of expression 
and have brought their strong suits together to perform on stage, each 
benefiting from each other's talent.

soundcloud.com/
supershaqgonzoe

hypemankel.
wixsite.com/pro-
motions

HOMETOWN:

SuperShaq Gonzoe

YEAR AND 
MAJOR:

Savannah, GA

Senior in social 
science

SOCIAL MEDIA:
supershaqgonzoe

Anything dope 
honestly

INSPIRATION:

DJ Plan B

HOMETOWN:

YEAR AND 
MAJOR:

Savannah, GA

Junior in sociology

SOCIAL MEDIA:
djplanb

HypeManKel

Little brother, 
Frisco Fly

INSPIRATION:

HOMETOWN:
St. Louis, MO

MAJOR:
'16, Kinesiology

SOCIAL MEDIA:
hypemankel

Lil Wayne, Future, 
Migos

INSPIRATION:



Follow us on Social Media! 
@TatesOnMoro1111 MORO | 785-539-5309

$3 Pounders

$4 Jack Daniels

$250 Wells & Domestic Bottles

All Crown
$4

AMF’s & Long Islands

$3

Drink Specials

Join us on the
DANCE FLOOR!

Check 
out our 
BACK 
PATIO!



Floorplans
• Squire - 1 Bedroom, 1 Bathroom

• Lancelot - 1 Bedroom, 1 Bathroom
• Westminister - 1 Bedroom, 1 Bathroom

• Hampton - 2 Bedroom, 1 Bathroom
• Windsor - 2 Bedroom, 1 Bathroom

Amenities
• 24-Hour Fitness Center
• Heated Swimming Pool

• 24-Hour Responsive Maintenance
• Storm Center
• Tennis Court

• Ample Parking w/ Garages Available
• Residents Parties
• Referral Program

• Washer/Dryer Provided or Hookups
• 6-Time National Customer Service Award Winner

• Less than 1 Mile from KSU
• Refrigerator, Stove, Dishwasher, and Microwave Included

• Individually Controlled Central Heat/Air
• Several Interior Upgrades

• Wood Floors

westchesterparkapts.com | 785-776-1118 
2100 Westchester Drive | westchesterpark@curtinpropertyco.com 

Reduced Rates
& Specials!
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“You’ll be surprised, there are more good people  
than there are bad in this world.”

 -Lacey Gasaway 
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F   rom living on a cruise ship in 
the Atlantic Ocean, adapting 
to strangers in a far-off town 

in Italy, and ultimately landing herself 
in some of more remarkable places this 
world has to offer, Lacey Gasaway truly 
epitomizes what it means to be a world 
traveler, she is a nomad.

In her 22 years, Gasaway’s wandering 
soul has seen more of the world, than most 
of us will ever experience in a lifetime.

Lacey first caught the travel bug back 
in high school. Growing up in Prairie 
Village, Kansas, Lacey was determined 
to experience an alternate side of life. At 
the ripe age of 17, she begged her parents 
to allow her to live with a host family in 
Central Tuscany, Italy for a semester, to 
study abroad. 

“The experience of living with 
strangers, in an unfamiliar place was what 
started the fire in my belly to see the 
unknown.”  

Once Lacey graduated from high 
school, she decided to venture to 
unaccustomed places that she found 
captivating, for a second time. Landing 
first at The University of Charleston, in 
South Carolina, she later found a better 
fit at Kansas State University studying 
kinesiology. 

SEA LEGS 
Gasaway first heard of Semester at 

Sea, or SAS, back in high school, from her 
aunt, who also made the journey around 
the world. Her aunt told stories of the true 
freedom she experienced aboard the ship, 
the beauty in the mysterious lands, and 
the people who impacted who she is, even 
today. Lacey was determined to have these 
experiences for her own. 

Semester at Sea, is a studying abroad 
program that invites more than 600 
students from around the world, to live on 
a cruise ship, take college courses, all while 
exploring up to 15 countries. While on the 
ship, students would embark on up to  
2 week journeys by sea, spending their 
time studying, swimming, playing cards, 
reading, and dancing the days away.  

Once the destination was met, the 
cruise ship was docked onto a port in the 
country on the agenda. The 600+ students 
were let loose for 5-7 days at a time to 
explore and roam free in those countries.

Mexico, Japan, China, Vietnam, 
Myanmar (Burma), India, Mauritius, 
South Africa, Ghana, Morocco, England, 
Czech Republic, The Netherlands, 
Germany, and Norway were several stops 
on her journey. 

Gasaway said the $30 an hour Wi-Fi 
was nearly ignored by everyone. The lack 
of  working cell phones and being limited 
to a SAS ship e-mail for emergencies, 
made her embrace her surroundings. 

“The lack of connection to the outside 

world is what made the experience. We 
were focused on each other, rather than 
technology.”

CULTURE SHOCK 
During her stay in these countries, she 

chatted with Buddhist monks, was shown 
around by an eight-year-old orphan who 
doubled as a tour guide, bungee jumped 
down thousands of feet off cliffs in South 
Africa, and was untimely molded by the 
captivating people and places of this earth. 

Of all the experiences Lacey 
encountered, she said the most 
unforgettable, was seeing a cremation 
ceremony beside the Ganges River, in 
Varanasi, India.

In India, these ceremonies are done 
along the Ganges River, for the bodies 
to be burned and placed into the massive 
body of water.

Gasaway described this experience, as 
one that took her breath away, literally. 

“There were hundreds of families 
surrounding the river, the pungent scent 
of smoke and burning bodies filled the 
air, and with more than 100,000 bodies 
cremated each year, the air was so thick 
with smoke, it was hard to see, let alone 
breathe.” 

VISIBLE CHANGE
Along with the unseen changes Lacey 

was experiencing, she went through a 
visible transformation, as well. Lacey 
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Nomad
The story of a young woman’s life, molded by a full 

passport book, abundant train rides, and the winding 
roads that connected the dots to true freedom.

written by: MARIA 
VANNICOLA
photographs courtesy of  
Lacey Gasaway

Living
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decided to take part in a nautical tradition called Neptune day, 
which the SAS program has been participating in for years. 

This day consists of vintage storytelling, dramatic skits, and 
ultimately the shaving of hundreds of willing students’ heads.

This tradition, which started back in 1816 when sea-goers 
would cross over the equator, and would shave their heads, 
beards, etc. as a rite of passage.

Along with the shaving of half of her head, Lacey decided 
to get the words ‘Every moment is fleeting’ along the side of her 
scalp while in South Africa. 

“I struggle with staying in the present moment, and tend 
to worry about the past or the future. My tattoo reminds me 
that I need to be here now. Before you know it, this moment is 
gone. This phrase just stuck with me, and now it will be with me 
forever.”

NEXT STOP 
Lacey is back at Kansas State University now, and has returned 

from this adventure with an expanded horizon. She is confident in 
her choices, and feels independent and appreciative of all she has. 
Gasaway still cannot get rid of that travel bug, just returning from 
Thailand a few weeks ago, she is determined not to let school stop 
her from doing what she loves the most. 

Lacey is determined to make her life, and her passport book as 
full of adventure as possible.

“When we are little, we are disciplined and taught by our parents, 
teachers, family and friends to live the way that they do. We are told 
what is right and what is wrong. This tends to make people closed 
minded, and traveling helps to open that mind up a little bit more, 
each time. Traveling of any sort, but especially alone, helps you gain 
new a perspective on things you might not have even thought about 
before.”
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A trip around the world 
15 countries, 5 months, 600 students

www.ManhattanTownCenter.com • 785-539-3500

Mall gift cards make great gifts! /ManhattanTownCenter

@ManhattanTC

Town CenTer 13
NOW OPEN
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reigns. This is my kind of thing. 
HG: What is it like having a walk-in closet in 
your dorm room?
CR: Love it. So much room and there is so 
much storage. It is perfect because it lets us hide 
our closet with our curtain and nobody can see 
if it is messy or look at our more private stuff. It 
also adds a ton of space to the room.
HG: The space under your bunk is so organized 
and personable. Did you think of this or did you 
find ideas somewhere?  
CR: It was supposed to be my space and I just 
wanted it to be full of things that make me 
happy. 
HG: What kinds of things do you have under 
your desk, aka the things that make you happy? 
CR: I have a hanging plant, which is perfect 
because I love flowers. I also have a vase that I 
filled with flowers to make it a happier space. 
I absolutely love wildflowers so this is perfect 
for me. There is also a wooden board of pictures 
with all my favorite people. 

Claire Rainey: Yes! Literally searched for hours 
and hours on Pinterest and Tumblr. We started 
looking midway through senior year.
HG: Where did most of your items come from?
CR: Urban Outfitters (tapestry, hanging plants, 
small accessories and bed spread) and Ikea for 
the furniture and lamps. And some from Target. 
HG: What is your favorite part about your 
room?
CR: I love the tapestry and the cute painting 
and our fun, small accessories and color scheme.
HG: What was your inspiration for decorating 
the way you did?
CR: We found our tapestry from Urban 
and went off of that color scheme. We knew 
we wanted it to be very light so it was open 
and inviting to all.  We have gotten lots 
of comments about how welcoming and 
comfortable it is. We love having people over.
HG: Did you and your roommate decorate 
together or decide to do your own things?
CR: Together, although she did let me take the 

written by: HANNAH GILL
photographed by: EMILY BALL

HAPPENIN'

What does your room say about you?

The way someone decides to decorate 
their room tells a lot about their 
personality, as well as their style. Two 
Kansas State students shared how 

they personalize their own space in different and 
unique fashions. 

Claire Rainey and Mitchel Yarnall are 
architecture majors who used their talent of 
layout and design to make their rooms reflect 
the things they love.

Wefald Hall, the newest dorm on campus, 
is where Rainey, a freshman at K-State, calls 
home. Besides hanging out in her room, she 
spends hours upon hours in the architect studio 
perfecting different showcase projects. Her 
strategic, architect-driven mind, played a big 
role in the precision, placement and design that 
is displayed in her dorm room.  

Hannah Gill: Did you put a lot of thought into 
what you wanted your room to look like?

SPACES
Claire Rainey ‘19 and Mitchel Yarnall ‘20
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for men’s and women’s country fashion
ONE-STOP-SHOP

431 Poyntz • 785-320-2570
Follow us on Facebook and Twitter @yeehawmhk

Mitchel Yarnall is another freshman 
architect student who lives in West Hall. His 
room encompasses many things that reflect what 
he is passionate about, such as shoes, food and 
Warped Tour. Being an architect major plays a 
significant role in his high-tech, creative ideas. 
Hannah Gill: Did you put a lot of thought into 
what you wanted your room to look like?
Mitchel Yarnall: Yes; I planned it out during 
the summer and moved in early to have plenty 
of time to set it up. 
HG: Where did you find most of your items?
MY: Most of the items are flags I’ve collected 
through the last couple of years at Warped Tour. 
HG: Did you buy mostly new items or use 
things you already had?
MY: I bought the Christmas lights and the 
“Great Wave” poster, but I used a lot from my 
old room.
HG: What was your inspiration for decorating 
your room the way that you did?
MY: The layout of objects was shown online 
when we picked out our room and we used that 
but also tweaked it. 
HG: Did your roommate decorate with you or 
was it more of your ideas?
MY: He helped me put some of it up and loves 
it all, but it’s all my posters and flags.

HG: Flag and posters seem to be a reoccurring 
thing throughout your room. Do they mean 
something or did you just like the look?
MY: They are all bands that I love and look up 
to and all of the art has mostly been given to 
me because I am an art fanatic. 
HG: Did you have the hanging light idea or 
did you get the idea from somewhere else? 

MY: I honestly don’t remember. I think I just 
saw them at my house and thought how great 
that would look. 
HG: Where did all the stickers on your trunk 
come from?
MY: I started sticker bombing the trunk when 
I got here so a lot of them are from friends on 
my floor.

We Deliver via Wildcat2go.com • (785) 776-9031 • KFC MHK | 901 N. 3rd. St.

5
PLUS TAX

$
Five Tasty 

Meals
FILL UPS

$1 off with 
your student ID.



785-789-4870
1102 Laramie St., Manhattan, KS 

www.jeffspizzashop.com

Shut the 
Front Door!

Free 16” pizza with 
purchase of a 16” 
pizza of greater or 

equal value!

Sub, Chips,
and Drink.

One Big, Thick, Toasted 
Sub Sandwich, Choice 

of potato chips, and 
choice of soda for 

Only $8.01!

Pizza and
Smotherella Pack.

Get a 16” 2 topping 
pizza and a 12” 

Smotherella Sticks for 
Only $19.95!

Subs and
Rolls Pack.

Get two(2) Big, 
Thick, Toasted Sub 

Sandwiches and 
two(2) Manjare’ Rolls 

Only $12.95!

The
Blowout!

Get five(5) Large 14” 
One topping pizzas 

for Only $39.95!

Just Enjoy
a Pizza.

Get a 12” two(2) 
topping pizza for

Only $8.01!

Just Craving 
Wings.

Get a 10 peice order 
of wings for
Only $8.01!

Salads and 
Rolls

Get two(2) Small 
Chef’s Salads and 

two(2) Manjare’ Rolls 
for Only $8.95!Regular or Boneless. Choose 

from 8 different flavors!

Expires April 30th, 2017. Expires April 30th, 2017. Expires April 30th, 2017. Expires April 30th, 2017.

Expires April 30th, 2017. Expires April 30th, 2017. Expires April 30th, 2017. Expires April 30th, 2017.



24-Hour Fitness Center 
Heated Swimming Pool 
Fireplaces in most units 

24 hour Responsive Maintenance 
Storm Center 
Tennis Court 

Ample Parking with Garages Available 
Resident Parties 

Referral Program 
Washer/Dryer Provided or Hookups  

6-Time National Customer Service Award Winner 
Less than 1 Mile from KSU 

Refrigerator, Stove, Dishwasher and Microwave Included 
Individually Controlled Central Heat/Air 

Several Interior Upgrades
Wood Floors

1401 Monticello Drive
Manhattan KS 66502 

785-776-8080
Georgetown@curtinpropertyco.com

www.georgetownapts.net 

Adams-1 Bedroom, 1 Bathroom 
Madison-2 Bedroom, 2 Bathroom 
Jefferson-2 Bedroom, 2 Bathroom

Washington-2 Bedroom, 1 Bathroom

Floor plans

Amenities

Reduced rates 
and Specials!



• Checking Accounts

• Savings Accounts

• Loans

 601 McCall Rd.

1455 Anderson

2600 Anderson

Manhattan
 785.776.3003
 ksucreditunion.com
 info@ksucreditunion.com

East

Campus

West

Anytime

Federally Insured by NCUA

Online

Over 5,000 shared 
branching locations 

nationwide with
 our coop network.

(coming soon)


